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COULD THE EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK BRING ITS
ASSET PURCHASES TO AN EARLY END?

Although the European Central Bank (ECB)
announced a reduction in the pace of its
monthly asset purchases at its December
Council meeting, the parallel decision to
extend the program until the end of this
year (or beyond, if necessary) has support-
ed European fixed-income markets at a
time when US developments are putting
upward pressure on global bond yields.
The ECB also promised to pick up the
purchase pace again should downside
risks to inflation resurface. In light of
recent data, though, the question investors
should really be asking is whether or not
the ECB could pare back its purchases
even further in 2017?

In the short term, the answer to this
question is no. Although recent data have
been encouraging (Display 1) and inflation
is clearly on the rise (Display 2), the latter
is being driven almost entirely by energy
prices. Should the ECB bring its asset
purchases to an early end, it would risk an
unwarranted tightening of the ultra-loose
financial conditions needed to underpin
the recovery. As Executive Board member
Yves Mersch recently remarked, it would
be “absolutely premature” for the ECB to
declare victory in the battle against weak

growth and low inflation—this comment is
all the more significant coming from a
Council member normally regarded as a
hawk.

But as we move deeper into 2017,
particularly into the second half of the year,
the ECB’s resolve could be tested. The
euro area ended 2016 on a firm footing,
with both survey and hard data pointing to
annualized growth close to 2.0%—which is
likely to be some way above trend for the
region. With monetary and fiscal policy
supportive and the global economy
perhaps moving into higher gear, there’s
no reason (barring an external shock) why
the euro-area economy can’t continue to
grow at around this pace in coming
quarters. With headline inflation likely to
rise close to 2%, this would be a totally
different backdrop from the one that has
governed the ECB’s policy choices over the
last two or three years.

Focus on Reaction Function
Much will depend on the ECB’s reaction
function. If it remains static, the ECB will
continue to buy bonds in line with its latest
forward guidance and will probably buy a
whole lot more in 2018. That’s because
firmer growth and rising headline inflation

The ECB has promised to pick up the pace of its monthly asset
purchases should downside risks to inflation resurface. In light of
recent data, though, perhaps the question we should be asking is
whether or not the ECB could pare back its purchases even further?
Almost certainly not in the near term, but it is something for investors
to have on their radar when we enter the second half of the year.

+ Darren Williams, Senior European Economist—Global Economic Research, darren.williams@abglobal.com
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Rising Headline Inflation; Stable Core
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Recovery Moves Onto Firmer Footing
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are unlikely to be matched by a speedy
pickup in core inflation, which has so far
been a precondition for the ECB to taper
its purchases.

But central bank reaction functions are not
static. Before the global financial crisis, for
example, the main driver of ECB policy was
the growth rate of the economy. More
recently, with inflation hovering around and
below zero and deflation risk rising, policy
decisions have been contingent on the
need to drive inflation back to target as
soon as possible. At times, the ECB has
therefore eased policy with the economy
growing at rates previously consistent with
unchanged or even tighter policy.

There are hints, however, of another shift in
the ECB’s thinking. The first sign of this
came last September, when President
Draghi brushed off a question about yet
another downward revision to the ECB’s
inflation projections, saying only that it

wouldn’t take much longer than before for
the ECB to reach its target. Given Draghi’s
previous insistence that inflation needed to
be driven back to target without delay, this
struck us as odd. Similarly, December’s
decision to reduce the monthly pace of
asset purchases, at a time when the ECB’s
projections showed inflation below target
in 2019, pointed to a declining sense of
urgency.

More recently, we were struck by com-
ments by influential Executive Board
member Benoît Cœuré, who said that the
ECB was waiting for “signs that core
inflation is on the rise and will clearly
exceed 1%.” This definition is imprecise,
but is clearly not the same as the ECB’s
target of “below but close to 2%” and
suggests that the ECB may be willing to
declare victory at a lower rate of core
inflation than we previously thought.

So will core inflation rise far enough in
coming quarters for the ECB to renege on
its commitment to continue buying €60
billion of bonds until at least the end of
2017? With core inflation likely to rise only
slowly this year—to 1.2% by the fourth
quarter of this year, on our forecasts—the
answer is probably no. Still, it should be
noted that this is not that far away from the
average rate of core inflation since 1999
(1.4%). Hence, it wouldn’t take that much in
terms of upside surprises to either growth
or core inflation, for the ECB to revisit the
risk-reward trade-off implicit in its current
ultra-loose monetary stance. A further
reduction in the monthly pace of asset
purchases, or early tapering, is therefore
something investors should have on their
radar for the second half of 2017. n
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